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Recent international collaboration among Indigenous Peoples around
the world and the StateWMembers of the United Nations has led to the
creation of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous PeoplesH an
instumental documentH guiding policy makers and frontline organizations
moving forward"
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After more than 5jj years of discrimination to the point

of genocide and cultural ethnocideH Indigenous Peoples
are reported to be up to 33A more likely of being
victims of crimeH including sexual and physical assaults"

The Ministry of National Health and Welfare
reports that in q in 3 girls and q in 5 boys are sexually
assaulted each year H these numbers as they relate
to Indigenous become even greater in their
significance" While many theories for these figures
existH a system of dealing with them is sadly
lacking"

This paper studies the effects of .Trauma
Theory. and statisticsH and applys them to
historic events and international policiy to
suggest appropriate directions when
addressing issues of global importance"

TRAUMA THEORY - CYCLES OF VICTIMIZATION
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Healing Circle at the GatehouseD TorontoD ON
http:FFthegatehouseUorgF
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Organizations that use restorative justice
techniques such as healing circles and place
emphasis on community healing have been shown
to effectively deal with the rates of sexual abuse and childhood sexual
abuse" Where facilities able to work within the context of Indigenous
values and the Declaration existH rates have dropped drastically" We must
offer a .future where those impacted by childhood sexual abuse can heal and
reclaim their voices."
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UNITED NATIONS & THE DECLARATION

Data collected from current and historic
academic sourcesH with interview
materialsH suggest a cyclical patternH
underlining the importance of addressing
current issues in a relevant fashion
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